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Case 1

A 63-year-old man was at home watching television when his roommate noticed him gurgle and lose consciousness. He started cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and called emergency medical services. The initial rhythm was ventricular fibrillation (VF). A perfusing rhythm was obtained within 15 minutes, but there were repeated episodes of VF requiring multiple defibrillations and repeated episodes of cardiopulmonary resuscitation. With restoration of circulation, he was not responsive. Initial ECG revealed inferior ST-segment elevations. In the emergency department, he required further defibrillations and was then taken for primary coronary intervention. Emergency medical personnel started intravenous iced saline, and ice packs were placed while he was in the emergency department and remained in place during cardiac catheterization. A stent was placed in a thrombotic right coronary artery. On arrival at the cardiac intensive care unit, surface cooling pads were placed, and he received therapeutic hypothermia (TH) for 24 hours, at which point he was rewarmed. He initially remained comatose, but by day 5, he was awake, alert, and interactive. He was discharged home.

Case 2

A 54-year-old woman was found unresponsive by coworkers. It was not clear how long she had been down. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation was started, and an automated external defibrillator recommended no shock. Emergency medical personnel identified asystole as the initial rhythm. After 25 minutes of advanced cardiac life support, a perfusing rhythm was obtained. There were no ischemic changes on the ECG. She was unresponsive on arrival at the emergency department. Computed tomographs of the head and pulmonary arteries were normal. She received TH for 24 hours and, when rewarmed, had no change in her mental status by day 5. Magnetic resonance imaging did not reveal any major abnormalities, but she had incomplete recovery of brainstem reflexes and bilaterally absent sensory stimulatory evoked potentials. After extensive discussions with her family, continued support was withdrawn, and she expired.

Cardiac arrest (CA) remains one of the most unexpected, dramatic, and life-threatening events in medicine. Survival and neurological recovery vary widely, depending on whether an arrest was witnessed or unwitnessed and the initial cardiac rhythm during resuscitation. Even among patients with successful return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) who are admitted to an intensive care unit, survival until hospital discharge has historically been <10%. Fortunately, recent data suggest a steady trend toward improved survival. However, in 2009, mortality remained at almost 60%.

Improvements in the survival and neurological outcomes of patients with CA have focused on 2 principal areas of treatment. The first is increased education to improve immediate post-CA perfusion via national efforts promoting the 4 links in the chain of survival that include early access to emergency medical care, early cardiopulmonary resuscitation, early defibrillation, and early advanced cardiac life support. The second area is greater emphasis on postresuscitation care, which includes optimizing oxygenation and ventilation, avoiding hypotension (systolic blood pressure <90 mm Hg), treating immediate precipitants of CA such as acute coronary ischemia, and initiating TH when appropriate. The American Heart Association (Figure 1), the International Liaison Committee of Resuscitation, and the European Resuscitation Council recently published guidelines and
recommendations covering the entire spectrum of postresuscitation care.\textsuperscript{5–7} This review focuses on the practical aspects of implementing TH, one of the key therapeutic procedures in postresuscitation care.

Anoxia, Reperfusion, and the Role for Hypothermia

Damage from cerebral anoxia comes in stages. Within seconds of anoxia, important cerebral activities are compromised, and within minutes, glucose and ATP are depleted and cells begin to lose structural integrity, leading to mitochondrial damage and loss of calcium hemostasis.\textsuperscript{8} Increased levels of intracellular calcium and sustained stimulation by excess release of the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate precipitate immediate cellular necrosis or eventual programmed cell death (apoptosis). Restoration of adequate oxygenation, which in the case of CA corresponds to reperfusion, limits ongoing anoxic injury. However, it does not blunt continued cellular damage and death resulting from reperfusion injury, which occurs over the subsequent hours and days after successful resuscitation. During reperfusion injury, reoxygenation promotes high concentrations of reactive oxygen species, which, when coupled with other inflammatory processes, further exacerbate endothelial dysfunction, vasomotor dysregulation, edema, tissue-level hypoxia despite adequate arterial oxygenation, and subsequent neurological damage.

Hypothermia tempers the post-CA syndrome inflammatory cascade and aborts activated programmed cell death pathways by reducing the release of excitatory amino acids and free radicals and by minimizing the intracellular consequences of excitotoxin exposure.\textsuperscript{8} Moreover, hypothermia decreases cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen, cerebral blood volume, and intracranial pressure, thereby improving the oxygen supply-and-demand mismatch.

Clinical Evidence for TH

Two studies published simultaneously in 2002 reported the clinical benefit of TH compared with standard therapy in a total of 352 patients who were comatose after successfully resuscitated VF arrest.\textsuperscript{9,10} In both studies, 12 to 24 hours of TH improved neurological outcomes; in the larger study, it reduced mortality by >25%. On the basis of these 2 studies, TH is now considered standard of care in the treatment of patients successfully resuscitated from a ventricular tachycardia (VT/VF) arrest and is recommended as a reasonable option for patients with CA from a nonshockable rhythm. Given the small size of these 2 studies, the differences in protocols, the inclusion of patients with VF only, and the absence of any subsequent well-powered randomized trials of TH, many recommendations on the specifics of TH implementation are based on observational studies and expert opinion.

Indications and Contraindications for TH

Initial Rhythm

Current AHA practice guidelines recommend TH with a goal temperature of 32°C to 34°C for 12 to 24 hours in patients successfully resuscitated after CA as a Class I recommendation if the arrest is from VT/VF and as Class IIb

Figure 1. American Heart Association post–cardiac arrest care algorithm. Reprinted from Peberdy et al.\textsuperscript{5}
Therapeutic hypothermia should be part of a standardized treatment strategy for comatose survivors of cardiac arrest. Use of therapeutic hypothermia should include comatose survivors of cardiac arrest associated initially with nonshockable rhythms and shockable rhythms. The lower level of evidence for use after cardiac arrest from nonshockable rhythms is acknowledged.

**Table. Summary of Practice Guideline Recommendations for Therapeutic Hypothermia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Level of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comatose (ie, lack of meaningful response to verbal commands) adult patients with ROSC after out-of-hospital VF cardiac arrest should be cooled to 32°C–34°C (89.6°F–93.2°F) for 12 to 24 h</td>
<td>Class I; Level of Evidence: B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induced hypothermia also may be considered for comatose adult patients with ROSC after in-hospital cardiac arrest of any initial rhythm or after out-of-hospital cardiac arrest with an initial rhythm of pulseless electric activity or asystole</td>
<td>Class IIb; Level of Evidence: B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active rewarming should be avoided in comatose patients who spontaneously develop a mild degree of hypothermia (&gt;32°C [89.6°F]) after resuscitation from cardiac arrest during the first 48 h after ROSC</td>
<td>Class III; Level of Evidence: C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of therapeutic hypothermia should include comatose survivors of cardiac arrest associated initially with nonshockable rhythms and shockable rhythms. The lower level of evidence for use after cardiac arrest from nonshockable rhythms is acknowledged.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic hypothermia should be a part of a standardized treatment strategy for comatose survivors of cardiac arrest.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROSC indicates return of spontaneous circulation; and VF, ventricular fibrillation.
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target temperature. Shivering typically occurs during changes in temperature, between 35°C and 37°C. Once a patient achieves the target temperature of 32°C to 34°C, shivering is less common. Nonpharmacological techniques that raise cutaneous temperatures such as wrapping the face, hands, and feet with warm blankets or even placing a warming blanket over the torso are effective at preventing shivering. Magnesium sulfate may raise the shivering threshold, so we give an initial 4-g bolus to all patients receiving TH. If shivering persists, rapid uptitration of anesthetics with analgesic boluses is effective, although some patients require NMBAs to completely suppress shivering. We have found that selective use of NMBA boluses (3 doses of cisatracurium 0.15 mg/kg IV every 10 minutes) is often effective and allows patients to achieve target temperature without a continuous NMA infusion. Some centers use continuous NMBAs in all patients during the entire TH process; others limit NMA infusion to just the initiation period.

**Hemodynamics**

Hypothermia affects hemodynamics in several ways. At the initiation of TH, tachycardia and hypertension may occur as a result of cutaneous vasoconstriction and shivering as the patient attempts to conserve heat. Once patients begin to cool, bradycardia is the most common arrhythmia, together with PR prolongation, sinus bradycardia, and even junctional or ventricular escape rhythms. Bradycardia should be treated only if it is associated with hypotension. Hypothermia also prolongs the QT interval, although there are no data to suggest that it increases the risk of torsade de pointes.

Blood pressure depends on many factors. TH triggers peripheral vasoconstriction and increased systemic vascular resistance. However, more frequently, patients after ROSC are hypotensive as a result of vasodilatation from a postresuscitation inflammatory release and direct cardiac dysfunction from ischemia (either global or regional). Hypotension should be aggressively reversed to avoid cerebral hypotension and recurrent hypoperfusion. On the basis of data from patients with intracranial hemorrhage, a mean arterial pressure should be maintained higher than typically required in order to reduce vasoconstriction and to improve cerebral perfusions, with mean arterial pressure goals of 80 to 100 mm Hg. Hypotension occurs frequently during rewarming. When required, the decision to initiate and the choice of pressors should be based on the individual hemodynamic requirements of the patient.

Patients who have ROSC and any degree of vasoplegia are effectively intravascularly depleted and usually require a significant volume of resuscitation with several liters of saline. Targeting a goal central venous pressure of at least 10 to 12 mm Hg often prevents hypotension and reduces vasopressor requirements.

If significant dysrhythmias or hemodynamic instability develops, patients should be treated with standard medical procedures. If the instability persists and TH is thought either to be the cause of the instability (eg, profound bradycardia) or to potentially be worsening the instability (eg, bleeding), the target goal temperature can be increased to 34°C to 35°C (93°F to 95°F) at a rate of 0.25°C (0.5°F) per hour. The full TH protocol often can be completed at a slightly higher target temperature.

**Oxygenation/Ventilation**

All patients receiving TH require mechanical ventilation with a goal arterial oxygen saturation of 94% to 96%. FiO₂ should be reduced as soon as possible to avoid prolonged oxygen saturations of 100%, which may further exacerbate reactive oxygen production and neurological damage. The ventilatory goal is to maintain normocarbia and to avoid both hyperventilation and hypoventilation.

**Glucose Control**

Hyperglycemia is common during TH as lower temperatures decrease insulin secretion and increase insulin resistance. Blood glucose should be measured at least hourly during TH to avoid hypoglycemia, especially in patients receiving intravenous insulin, and during rewarming, when glucose levels can fall precipitously. Given these concerns, hyperglycemia typically does not require treatment until glucose levels exceed 200 mg/mL. It is

---

Figure 2. Phases of hypothermia. BP indicates blood pressure; K⁺, serum potassium concentrations; O₂ sat, oxygen saturation; and SBP, systolic blood pressure.
prudent to stop intravenous insulin as soon as glucose levels fall below 200 mg/dL unless the patient has type 1 diabetes mellitus.

**Potassium**

Hypothermia will lower serum potassium levels, primarily by promoting inward cellular potassium flux, although hypothermia also induces a mild diuresis with concurrent electrolyte wasting. Serum electrolytes should be measured at regular intervals (every 4–6 hours). Potassium should be replenished to maintain levels above 3.5 mEq/L. Rewarming reverses the potassium flux and increases serum levels, so repletion should be held 4 hours before rewarming begins. In our experience, clinically significant hyperkalemia is unusual in patients with preserved renal function.

**Infection**

Infections are common in patients who have a CA and particularly in those receiving TH, which suppresses cellular and antibody immunity. Overall, more than two thirds of patients who have ROSC after CA and are treated with TH experience some infectious complication. Pulmonary infections, most likely related to cardiopulmonary resuscitation, emergent intubation, and mechanical ventilation, are most common, followed by bloodstream and catheter infections. Fortunately, despite a higher risk of infection in TH, infection does not appear to increase mortality. \(^{18,19}\) Patients who receive TH should have surveillance cultures, and if an infection is suspected, prompt, broad-spectrum antibiotics that cover community- and hospital-acquired pathogens should be initiated.

**Rewarming**

Rewarming begins 12 to 24 hours after the initiation of cooling. In our institution,

---

**Figure 3.** An example of a hospital-based protocol for therapeutic hypothermia (TH) that summarizes key steps for implementation and application of hypothermia. IVB indicates intravenous bolus; NMBA, neuromuscular blocking agent; and T1DM, type 1 diabetes mellitus.

---

**Therapeutic Hypothermia after Cardiac Arrest Guidelines of Care**

**Inclusion Criteria:**
- Within 6 hours following cardiac arrest (up to 12 hours at attending physician’s discretion)
- Successful restoration of a perfusing rhythm and the ability to maintain a blood pressure with/without inotropes or vasopressors
- Coma state — Lack of meaningful response to verbal commands

**Exclusion Criteria:**
- Major head trauma
- Major surgery within prior 14 days
- Systemic infection/sepsis
- Patients with clinically significant bleeding risk of bleeding

**Initiation of Cooling**
- Initiate cooling as rapidly as possible
- Either method of cooling – ice packs/cooling blankets or Arctic Sun System – can be used to initiate cooling and should be started as soon as possible
- Remove ice packs once the Arctic Sun system initiated to prevent overheating of the patient
- Defibrillator pads may be placed under the Arctic Sun gel pads. It is safe to defibrillate the patient with the Arctic Sun pads on the patient.
- Ensure two methods (bladder, esophageal, core, rectal, groin, axillary) of measuring patient temperature

**Non-Pharmacologic Prevention of Shivering**
- Wrap hands/feet, cover head with blankets
- Magnesium 4 grams IVB over 4hrs
- Sedation/Analgesia: Goal sedation level of RASS -4 to -5
- Sedative Agents: Patients should receive low dose, continuous infusion of a sedative agent
  1. Propofol – 1st line agent; or
  2. Midazolam (if propofol contraindicated)
- Analgesic agents
  1. Fentanyl or 2nd Hydromorphone

**Shivering/ Sedation / Analgesia**
- Shivering tends to occur most often with induction of hypothermia
  - If present, follow Algorithm in Full TH guidelines
  - Place Bair Hugger on the patient
  - Give extra boluses of analgesia
  - Increase basal sedative rate
  - Bolus NMBA – Citracrium
  - NMBA infusion
  *Never stop sedation and analgesic regimens while paralyzed

**Rewarming**
- Begin rewarming 24 hrs after initiation of cooling at a rate of 0.25°C (0.5°F) every hour until the patient returns to normothermia (37°C/98.6°F)
- Keep Arctic Sun pads on for 48hr and set temperature at 37°C/98.6°F to maintain normothermia.
- Maintain paralytic (if started) and sedation until temperature of 36°C/96.8°F degrees is reached.
- Hypotension, hyperkalemia, hypoglycemia, and hypothermia may occur during and after the re-warming.
- Stop IV insulin when glucose <200 mg/dL, unless T1DM
- Testing to assess for neurologic progress should be delayed to at least 72 hours after the return to normothermia as patients who have TH have delayed neurologic recovery

---

[Diagram of protocol with arrows and boxes for each step: Inclusion Criteria, Exclusion Criteria, Initiation of Cooling, Non-Pharmacologic Prevention of Shivering, Shivering/Sedation/Analgesia, Monitoring/Supportive Therapy, Rewarming]
we begin after 24 hours, although other institutions begin 24 hours after the target temperature is achieved. The greatest risks during rewarming are hypotension, hyperkalemia, and hypoglycemia. Rewarming should be slow, with a target rate of 0.25°C (0.5°F) every hour until the patient returns to normothermia (37°C [98.6°F]). It will take ≈12 to 16 hours to rewarm. After normothermia is achieved, the goal of therapy is to maintain a temperature of 37°C and to avoid hyperthermia. Post-CA fevers are particularly harmful and associated with worse neurological outcomes. We use the same surface cooling pads to maintain normothermia for an additional 48 hours.

**Prognosis After TH**

Most patients resuscitated after CA will die of neurological complications. Providing appropriate prognostic after CA remains one of the most challenging aspects of caring for patients who receive TH. It is important to begin the conversation with families early in the hospital course so that they are aware of the overall poor prognosis after CA. However, there are few, if any, clinical data that will help guide the discussion during the first few days. Although the evidence is still preliminary, recent data suggest that meaningful neurological recovery in patients who received TH may occur late. Specifically, the often-quoted norm of recovery in patients who received TH suggests that meaningful neurological evidence is still preliminary, recent data during the first few days. Although the data that will help guide the discussion however, such as incomplete recovery of brainstem reflexes and bilaterally absent sensory stimulatory evoked potentials have a higher specificity for poor neurological recovery. Developing validated prognostic tools or scores for neurological recovery in patients receiving TH is one of the most pressing research needs in postresuscitation care.

**An Integrated Approach to Improve Neurological Recovery**

Delivering efficient, coordinated, and effective postresuscitation care requires hospital-wide initiatives, interdisciplinary cooperation, and repeated programs aimed at education and quality improvement. As with any low-frequency, high-complexity procedure, the quality of TH will be improved by the use of established guidelines of care, with standardized-order templates and checklists to ensure that all tasks are completed in a timely fashion. The guideline of care for TH at our institution, summarized in Figure 3, provides a practical, goal-directed algorithm designed by an interdisciplinary task force.
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